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�e thesis is part of the project HAMP-vQED [Highly Accurate Molecular Properties using varia-
tional�antum Electrodynamics] funded by an ERC Advanced Grant.

Background: �e building blocks of chemistry are organized in the periodic table, which requires quantum
mechanics for its understanding. In the 1980s it was realized that in order to correctly describe the heavy
elements in the lower part of the periodic table, the special theory of relativity had to be invoked. Does
chemistry need more physics ? �e HAMP-vQED project will investigate the possible role of quantum
electrodynamics (QED) in chemistry. It will provide a protocol for highly accurate calculations of molecular
properties, with particular a�ention to properties that probe the electron density in the close vicinity of atomic
nuclei, where the QED-e�ects are created. �e HAMP-vQED project adheres to the general framework
of quantum chemistry by seeking a variational (non-perturbative) approach using local (Gaussian) basis
functions.

Further information is found here: h�ps://dirac.ups-tlse.fr/hamp-vqed/doku.php

Without relativistic e�ects gold would have the same color as silver[1, 2], mercury would not be a liquid
at room temperature[3] and your car (if it uses a lead ba�ery) would not start[4]. Relativistic molecular
calculations employ an electronic Hamiltonian based on the Dirac equation, contrary to the non-relativistic
Schrödinger equation. Much of the methodology known from the non-relativistic domain can be transferred to
the non-relativistic one, but the fact that the Dirac Hamiltonian has solutions of negative-energy and thereby no
lower bound poses extra challenges.

Coupled cluster (CC) theory plays a central part in the HAMP-vQED project since it provides electron
correlation in an e�cient and systematic manner [5], which is indispensable for the accurate calculation of
molecular properties. As platform for further development we will use the DIRAC code for relativistic molecular
calculations [6]. �e DIRAC code features two coupled cluster modules: the RELCCSD module [7, 8] and the
more recent EXACORR module [9]; the la�er is geared for massively parallel calculations, whereas the former
bene�ts from an extensive treatment of molecular symmetry. It is planned to merge the two codes during the
HAMP-vQED project, taking the best of both worlds, and to provide powerful tools for further CC development.
�e RELCCSD module allows the calculation of expectation values [10] as well as excitation, ionization and
electron a�achment energies [11], and much of this functionality is currently being added to the EXACORR
module.

We shall calculate molecular properties as energy derivatives, connected to expectation values through the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem [12], that is, an expectation value is calculated as the �rst derivative of the energy
with respect to some perturbation parameter. �e thesis focuses on the calculation of linear response functions,
which are second-derivatives of the energy. Such properties include polarizabilities, magnetizabilities and NMR
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parameters. As already mentioned, we shall in particular be interested in molecular properties that probe the
electron density in the vicinity of nuclei. �is is where QED-e�ects are generated. �e calculation of magnetic
properties is in particular challenging, since they in relativistic response theory involve the solutions (orbitals)
of the Dirac equation of negative-energy. Such solutions are normally excluded from conventional relativistic
molecular calculations, but have now to be somehow taken into account. �e proper formulation of a method to
calculate such properties will be a main challenge of the proposed thesis.

�e thesis requires a candidate,trained in theoretical chemistry or physics, with programming experience or
at least a strong motivation to aquire such experience. �e candidate will be part of the HAMP-vQED team. �e
main supervision will be provided by Trond Saue, but there will also be a postdoc working on coupled cluster
theory. �e candidate will become part of the DIRAC family, with lots of exchange as well as an annual “family”
meeting in Odense, Denmark (if the pandemics allows it).
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